
 
 

 

Abstract—Integrated Model of Distributed Systems (IMDS) 

is a formalism for specification and verification of distributed 

systems, especially following IoT (Internet of Things) paradigm. 

The formalism emphasizes such features as asynchrony of 

actions and communication, locality of decisions, and autonomy 

in executing actions. In conjunction with model checking, IMDS 

allows to analyze such features of distributed systems as 

deadlocks or distributed termination. However, the nature of 

model checking allows to find one deadlock in a single run of 

the verifier, which produces a counterexample. 

The conversion of IMDS specification to a Petri net is used to 

identify multiple deadlocks in one verification, using siphons. 

Model checking is used to verify if a siphon can become empty, 

which denotes a true deadlock in a purely cyclic system, like 

FMS (Flexible Manufacturing Systems). The extension of the 

verification by temporal checking allows to cover systems with 

any structure: cyclic, terminating, or with a more complex 

scheme. In addition, the proposed procedure allows to easily 

identify processes participating in partial deadlocks. Two types 

of deadlock can be identified: communication deadlocks and 

resource deadlocks. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

MDS (Integrated Model of Distributed Systems [1][2]) is 
a formalism for describing the behavior of distributed 
systems, especially for finding deadlocks. A system is 

modeled as a set of actions, having servers’ states and 
agents’ messages on input and on output. In IMDS, a com-
munication dualism is exploited, since the modeled system is 
represented as server processes that communicate by mes-
sages, or alternatively by travelling processes (agents) that 
communicate by means of servers’ states. A model of a dis-
tributed system is uniform (that is, it has a single form), but it 
can be decomposed (“cut”) to a set of server processes or a 
set of agent processes. System actions are combined in se-
quences to form the processes. An action has a current serv-
er’s state and an agent’s current message on input, and it 
produces a similar pair (a new server’s state and a new 
agent’s message) on output.  

The two views of a system (server view and agent view) 
are obtained by the two possible groupings of a set of all 
actions into sequences. In the server view, actions of an indi-
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vidual server are grouped into a process (the definition of 
processes is included in Sect. IIIB). The server’s states are 
the carrier of the server process, and the messages are the 
communication means between server processes. In the agent 
view, actions concerning an individual agent conform a pro-
cess. Messages are internal to a process: they are the carrier 
of the process. The agent processes communicate via serv-
ers’ states.  

The IMDS formalism was used, together with model 
checking technique [3], to develop the Dedan program which 
finds various kinds of deadlock in a verified system [4]. 
These are: communication deadlock (in the server view), 
resource deadlock (in the agent view), partial deadlock (in 
which a subset of system’s processes participate) and total 
deadlock (concerning all processes). A counterexample is 
generated if a deadlock is found. A counterexample is a path 
leading from the start of the system to the deadlock. 

In Dedan, automatic conversion between the server view 
and the agent view is performed. Also, observation of a 
global transition graph and simulation on this graph are pos-
sible.  

Dedan is built in such a way that the specification of tem-
poral formulas and temporal verification are hidden to a user. 
The reason is that model checking techniques are seldom 
known by the engineers. Therefore, the program is con-
structed in such a way that a user specifies a system and 
simply “pushes the button” to check for the existence of a 
deadlock.  

The model checking technique has a disadvantage: the 
evaluation of temporal formula consists in finding a single 
global configuration (will be defined in Section IIIA) which 
causes the false result, which denotes a deadlock. A counter-
example is a sequence leading from initial configuration to 
the deadlock. The designer may repair the erroneous specifi-
cation and run the verification again. The scheme should be 
repeated multiple times, until all deadlocks are found and 
repaired. 

The other technique of deadlock identification is finding 
siphons in a Petri net corresponding to a verified IMDS 
specification. A siphon is a Petri subnet, which cannot re-
store tokens if it is emptied [5][6][7]. If an empty siphon is 
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reachable, it denotes a deadlock. The deadlock concerns the 
processes (server processes and/or agent processes) that take 
part in the siphon. Therefore, it may be total or partial dead-
lock. Siphon analysis can find multiple deadlocks in a sys-
tem, because multiple siphons may exist in a net and the 
algorithms find all siphons in a single run [7]. 

Siphon-based deadlock detection is used in some purely 
cyclic classes of Petri nets, used to model FMS (Flexible 
Manufacturing Systems) [8][9]. However, many systems 
cannot be modeled as a cyclic Petri net. Some examples of 
such systems, for example an IoT (Internet of Things) dis-
tributed systems with multiple terminating processes, are 
mentioned in Section VI. 

The previous paper [10] concerned identification of dead-
locks in IMDS specifications which correspond to purely 
cyclic systems, like a class of FMS systems. The contribution 
of this paper is an application of siphon-based deadlock 
detection to systems of arbitrary schemes: cycling, terminat-
ing or intermediate (some processes are cyclic while other 
ones terminate). For this purpose an IMDS model is convert-
ed to a Petri net. Siphon detection is done in the Petri net, 
while identification of deadlocks and finding processes in-
volved (partial deadlocks and total deadlocks are identified) 
is performed using reachability verification and temporal 
analysis in IMDS specification.  

As a siphon may be emptied in different ways, thus it may 
lead to more than one deadlock. Model checking identifies 
one example of siphon emptying in a single run. Therefore 
our procedure does not guarantee identification of all dead-
locks in a single run, one deadlock is found per reachable 
empty siphon. Still, a possibility of identification of multiple 
deadlocks (one for every emptied siphon) in a single proce-
dure is a benefit. Additionally, the described procedure lib-
erates from constraining siphon-based deadlock detection 
from purely cyclic systems only. 

The described procedure gives a possibility of identifica-
tion of multiple deadlocks in distributed systems specified in 
IMDS formalism, preserving communication duality, locality 
and autonomy of distributed components, and asynchrony of 
actions and communication. 

In this paper, a background of static deadlock detection 
methods is given in Section II. A definition of IMDS is given 
in Section III. The definition is formulated differently from 
the paper [10], where a distributed system was defined using 
four basic sets: servers, state values, services and agents. The 
present definition is much easier for readers, because it uses 
two basic sets: states and messages. The previously used four 
sets are used in IMDS implementation, mentioned in Section 
IV, where an example of a bounded buffer is presented. The 
conversion of IMDS specification to a Petri net, and dead-
lock detection using siphons and reachability is described in 
Section V. Section VI presents the application of proposed 
method to systems with various structures, including acyclic 
and hybrid ones. An example of a not purely cyclic system 
containing deadlock siphons and no-deadlock siphons is 

described in Section VII. A practical example is presented in 
Section VIII. Section IX concludes the paper. 

II.  RELATED WORK ON DEADLOCK DETECTION 

Many deadlock detection techniques are described in the 
literature. Dynamic methods typically use some kind of wait-
for graph [11] to discover a deadlock (ant typically to pre-
vent a deadlock or to escape from it). 

Static methods use a model of a system and explore it to 
find deadlocks. Model checking techniques are based on 
temporal reachability space verification. The activities of the 
system are expressed in terms of local features of its compo-
nents, and the global reachability space of the system is con-
structed. The features of system components are given as 
temporal formulas and verified by the evaluation of them. 
Model checkers are often equipped with automatic deadlock 
detection procedures. Typically, deadlock is identified as “a 
state with no future”, i.e., a strongly connected subgraph 
containing one state only: the deadlock itself [12]. Deadlock 

freeness is checked by a CTL temporal formula AG EX true 
(for any state a next state exists) [13]. Yet, total termination 
seems to be analogous state: no future exists. In cyclic sys-
tem, where termination is not expected, the above formula 
identifies a deadlock. In terminating systems a deadlock 
should be distinguished from termination. 

Temporal formulas can also be used to check partial dead-
locks, in which some processes are involved in a deadlock, 
but other processes continue their run. Generally, in the case 
of partial deadlock detection, temporal formulas are based 
on the structure of verified models to identify deadlocks in 
individual processes [14]. The disadvantage of such an ap-
proach is that temporal formulas need to be developed indi-
vidually for each analyzed system, using its specific features. 

Some other approaches to partial deadlock detection use 
temporal formulas that are not related to the structure of a 
verified model. However, such model-unrelated formulas 
require the system to have specific properties [15][16]. If a 
system is non-terminating (cycling), a discontinuation of a 
process is obviously a deadlock [3]. Conversely, a method 
[17] may be ascribed to terminating processes only. Some 
detection methods are used for specific architectures of sys-
tems. For example, WickedXmas approach uses nodes com-
municating by queues [18]. 

Other set of static methods concern Petri nets. Some of 
them are based on analysis of reachability graph of a Petri 
net [19]. Total deadlock is a leaf in reachability graph – no 
outgoing transition is present. Thus, reachability graph anal-
ysis is similar to model checking techniques, and typically 
they are combined as temporal analysis of the graph. In both 
approaches it is hard to distinguish a deadlock from distrib-
uted termination: these methods are addressed to endlessly 
cycling systems [20]. 

Alternatively, structural analysis of Petri net can be used. 
Structural analysis determines properties of models on the 
basis of their structure, so no exploration of the reachability 
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space is needed. Structural analysis of deadlocks is based on 
subnets called siphons [6][7]. It can be shown that if a model 
is deadlocked, the unmarked places constitute a siphon. 
Structural analysis of deadlocks systematically finds elemen-
tary siphons. Elementary siphons are ones from which other 
siphons are composed. After siphons identification, they are 
checked for unmarking possibility. The advantage of these 
methods is that multiple deadlocks are found in a single veri-
fication and both total and partial deadlocks are identified. 

The deadlock detection procedure presented in this paper, 
based on combining siphon identification with temporal 
analysis, joins the advantages of the two methods and frees 
from their disadvantages: 

 Identification of multiple deadlocks in single verification 
run. 

 Finding both total and partial deadlocks. 
 Distinguishing deadlocks from termination. 
 Distinguishing between communication deadlocks and 

resource deadlocks. 
 Automated verification, as deadlocks are expressed as 

formulas not related to specific features of a verified sys-
tem. 

 Verification of systems having arbitrary shape, without 
limitation to cycling, terminating or other schemes. 

III. INTEGRATED MODEL OF DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS (IMDS) 

A. Basic definition 

IMDS is defined in [1][2]. In the present paper, the sim-
plified version of IMDS is used, without dynamic process 
creation, which is suitable for static model checking. The 
formalism is founded on a basic observation: nodes on a 
distributed system (which are called severs in IMDS) receive 
messages, execute some actions changing their states upon 
accepted messages and finally send consecutive messages. 
Thus a distributed system may be defined as a relation be-
tween a finite set states of the servers P={p1,p2,…} and a 

finite set of messages M={m1,m2,…}. The relation  defin-
ing the actions is: 

  (M  P)  (M  P) 

For an action , =((m,p),(m’,p’)) the first pair (m,p) is 
its input while the second pair (m’,p’) is its output. 

A configuration T of a distributed system is a set of cur-
rent states and pending messages. The messages in a config-
uration are current as well, but they are called pending to 
emphasize the fact that an action extracts from the configura-
tion exactly one message, replacing it with a next message, 
and all other messages addressed to the action’s server re-
main pending at the server. The system starts from its initial 
configuration T0, containing initial set of states and messag-
es. 

 Every action =((m,p),(m’,p’)) converts a configuration 

Tinp() to a new configuration Tout() by replacing 

{m,p}Tinp() with {m’,p’}Tout(). Behavior of a distribut-

ed system is described by a Labeled Transition System LTS 
[21], containing all executions of the system. Nodes of the 
LTS (not called states for unambiguousness) are configura-
tions and transitions are actions: 

LTS = < Q,q0,W > |  
Q = {T0,T1,...} (nodes);  
q0 = T0 (initial node);  
W = {(T,,T’) |  ∈ , T=Tinp(), T’=Tout() } 
(transitions)  

The interleaving way of executing the action is assumed (one 
action at a time [22]). Since all transitions in the LTS are 
instantaneous, it is assumed that message passing and actions 
take zero time. A timed version of IMDS, in which message 
passing and actions execution takes some periods of time, is 
also developed. This feature goes beyond the scope of this 
paper. 

To differentiate between messages sent in different pur-
poses (in a context of separate distributed computations), the 
autonomous sequential computations in a distributed system 
are extracted. The messages passed in a context of a given 
computation conform an agent. Thus the set of states P is 
split into subsets for the servers 1..n and the set of messages 
M into subsets for the agents 1..k: 

P=i=1..n Pi, M=j=1..k Mj 

The subsets are pairwise disjoint: 

ij Pi Pj=, ij Mi Mj= 
The initial configuration contains initial states of all servers, 
one state for every server, and initial messages of all agents, 
one message for every agent:  

 T0Pi={p0i}, T0Mi={m0i} 
The input and output state of an action concern the same 
server and the input and output message of an action concern 
the same agent: 

=((m,p),(m’,p’)), {m,m’}Mi, {p,p’}Pj 
Agents may terminate in special actions of the form 

=((m,p),(p’)), where an output message is absent.  

B. Processes 

Is it useful to identify processes in a system, especially for 
verification purposes. Two “classical” models of distributed 
processes are used: client-server and RPC [23]. In the former 
model servers communicate by messages while in the latter 
one processes migrate forth and back. IMDS contains both 
models in a single specification, the models are extracted as 
the two perspectives: server view and agent view. A server 
process B in the server view is a sequence of actions con-
nected by states of a server, as input and output states of an 
action concern the same server. Some actions may be un-
reachable and thus they would become “orphaned” (not in-
cluded in any process), so the definition is extended to a set 
of all actions of a given server (rather than a sequence): 

Bi={ | =((m,p),(m’,p’))  =((m,p),(p’)), p,p’Pi} 
In the agent view, an agent process C is a sequence of ac-
tions connected by messages of an individual agent, because 
input and output messages of an action concern the same 
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agent. As for server processes, the definition is extended to a 
set of all actions of a given agent: 

Cj={ | =((m,p),(m’,p’))  =((m,p),(p’)), m,m’Mj} 
As a result, a distributed system may be decomposed to serv-
er processes or to agent processes, giving the server decom-

position B and agent decomposition C: 

 B={Bi | i=1..n} 

 C={Cj | j=1..k} 

C. Locality, Asynchrony and Autonomy 

An important feature of a distributed system is locality. In 
IMDS, locality means that no message may cause actions in 

distinct servers (for a message mM and two actions 

1,2, 1=((m,p1),(m1’,p1’)), 2=((m,p2),(m2’,p2’)), 
p1,p2Pi). Thus, a function target: MS assigns a target 
server for every message. A server component of a message 
and a state in the input pair of an action must match: tar-

get(m)=si, pPj, i=j. A configuration contains exactly one 
state for every server, as this is required for initial configura-
tion, and every action replaces its input state with a next state 
of the same server. Yet, multiple messages may be pending 
at given server in a configuration, which is natural. A set of 
actions in a distributed system determines which messages 
may be accepted in individual states. If a server allows a 
message to be accepted, an action is defined for this message 
together with the current state of the server. If the acceptance 
of a message is prohibited in a given state, no action is de-
fined for this pair.  

Note that every server performs its action autonomously 
(only the current server’s state and the messages pending at 
this server are considered). Also, the communication is asyn-
chronous: a server process sends a message to some other 
server process (or in the agent view, an agent sets the serv-
er’s state for some other agent) regardless of the current 
situation of a process with which it communicates (and every 
other process). As a result, the process may be called auton-
omous and asynchronous.  

D. Deadlocks in IMDS 

A deadlock in IMDS is defined as a discontinuation of a 
process (with an exception of process termination). As there 
are two views of processes, different type of deadlocks con-
cern server processes communicating by messages and agent 
processes communicating by states of servers. There may be 
a communication deadlock that is not a resource deadlock 
[2].  

 a communication deadlock of a server process – when 
there are messages pending at the server, but no matching 
pair of any message with a current server state will occur;  

 a resource deadlock of an agent process – when an 
agent’s message is pending at a server but it will never 
match any current or future state of this server. 

For the identification of deadlocks, universal temporal 
formulas were elaborated [2]. Universality of the formulas 

means that they are independent on a structure of a given 
distributed system – only the two facts are concerned: if an 
action in a process is enabled and if it is executed. Therefore, 
temporal logic is built inside the verification tool and the 
user need not know temporal logic nor model checking tech-
nique. 

The paper [2] presents a terminating distributed system in 
which two servers, every one containing a semaphore, are 
used by two agents (the third agent performs some other 
work to show a detection of a partial deadlock). This shows a 
communication deadlock in the server view and a resource 
deadlock in the agent view. The system is presented briefly 
in Sect VII. Another example [24] is the Automatic Vehicle 
Guidance System: in the server view the cooperation of the 
road segment controllers during the piloting of a vehicle is 
shown, while in the agent view the traffic from the vehicles 
perspective is presented. The deadlocks in both views are 
shown. Similar system is mentioned in Sect. VIII. In the 
IMDS specification of Karlsruhe Production Cell [25], the 
controllers of individual devices are modeled as servers and 
the metal plates traveling through the cell are agents. Addi-
tional agents server for performing some actions without the 
plates, for example return to a rest position. 

IV. EXAMPLE – BOUNDED BUFFER 

An example of IMDS system is a buffer with producer and 
consumer agents (each of them starting at its own server). In 
IMDS notation, sets of servers S, agents A, state values V 
and services R are introduced explicitly. The services are 
used to distinguish between messages sent in given purposes 
to the servers (like operations wait and signal on a sema-

phore). The messages are triples (a,s,r), aA, sS, rR. The 

states of servers are pairs (s,v) , sS, vV, where v is a value 

that represents a given state. Thus an action (m,p)(m’,p’) is 

denoted ((a,s,r),(s,v))((a,s’,r’),(s,v’)). Note that the same 
agent a is used in an input and output message, in such a way 
a computation is continued. Likewise, the same server s is 
used in an input and output state. Also, the same server s is 
in input state and input message, which models an ac-
ceptance of a message on a server with its current state. 

The server view of the system in Dedan notation is pre-
sented below. As in typical programming language, server 
types are introduced (lines 3, 12), with formal parameters 
that specify agents and other servers used in actions. Every 
server has sets of  its states (l.4, 13), services (l.5, 14) and 
actions (l.7-10, 16-19). An action in Dedan is denoted 

{a.s.r, s.v}{a.s’.r’, s.v’}. Servers and 

agents are declared as variables (l.21-22, server types are 
omitted in the declaration because they have names equal to 
variables in this example). Lastly, actual parameters are 
passed to the servers and initial states are assigned to every 
server and initial messages are assigned to every agent (l.24-
26). 
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1. #DEFINE N 2 
2. #DEFINE K 1 

 
3. server: buf(agents A[N];servers S[N]),   
4. services {put, get}, 
5. states {elem0,elem[K]},         
6. actions { 
7. <i=1..N>{A[i].buf.put, buf.elem0}   

-> {A[i].S[i].ok_put, buf.elem[1]}, 
8. <i=1..N><j=1..K-1>{A[i].buf.put, buf.elem[j]} 

-> {A[i].S[i].ok_put, buf.elem[j+1]},  
9. <i=1..N><j=2..K>{A[i].buf.get, buf.elem[j]}  

-> {A[i].S[i].ok_get, buf.elem[j-1]},  
10. <i=1..N>{A[i].buf.get, buf.elem[1]}   

-> {A[i].S[i].ok_get, buf.elem0} 
11. }; 

 
12. server: S(agents A;servers buf), 
13. services {doSth,ok_put,ok_get} 
14. states {neutral,prod,cons} 
15. actions {  
16. {A.S.doSth, S.neutral}   

-> {A.buf.put, S.prod}   
17. {A.S.doSth, S.neutral}  

-> {A.buf.get, S.cons} 
18. {A.S.ok_put, S.prod}  

-> {A.S.doSth, S.neutral} 
19. {A.S.ok_get, S.cons}  

-> {A.S.doSth, S.neutral} 
20. }; 

 
21. servers  buf,S[N]; 
22. agents A[N];  

 
23. init -> {  
24. <j=1..N> S[j](A[j],buf).neutral, 
25.     buf(A[1..N],S[1..N]).elem0, 
26. <j=1..N> A[j].S[j].doSth,   
27. }. 
 

Obviously, one can expect two deadlocks in the example: 
two agents both trying to get from an empty buffer and two 
agents trying to put to a full buffer. In model checking, a 
verifier typically shows the former deadlock because it re-
quires two get operations to be reached. However, the latter 
deadlock is reached after three put operations, which 
lengthens a counterexample. A model checker searches for 
first counterexample and then it stops the evaluation. There-
fore the latter deadlock may be reported in a second verifica-
tion run, after a modification of the system to avoid the for-
mer deadlock (if the modification does not repair both dead-
locks).  

V.  DEADLOCK DETECTION IN A PETRI NET EQUIVALENT TO 

IMDS MODEL 

The main task of the Dedan program is identification of 
deadlocks and distributed termination. The Conversion of an 
IMDS system to a Petri net offers the designer new possibili-
ties: 

 identification of some structural properties: structural 
conflicts, dead code, etc., 

 temporal properties expressed in terms of Petri net, 
 observation of the system in a graphical form, 
 graphical simulation of a system run. 

For this purpose a possibility of export of a model to a Petri 
net is included in Dedan. A format of ANDL (Abstract Net 
Description Language [26]) is used, which is the input of 
Charlie Petri net analyzer [27][28]. 

Fig. 1 IMDS actions converted to Petri net transitions:  
regular action (left) and agent-terminating action (right) 

 
Fig. 1 shows a transition of a Petri net, which corresponds to 
an IMDS action. The input message and the input state are 
input places. The output message and the output state are 
output places (or only the output state in the case of a termi-
nating action, Fig. 1b). The initial marking of the Petri net 
has tokens in the initial places of server states and initial 
messages of agents. The graph of reachable markings is 
equivalent to the LTS of the IMDS system, where states and 
messages correspond to the places, actions correspond to the 
transitions and markings correspond to the configurations. 
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The Petri net corresponding to the bounded buffer example 
is illustrated in Fig. 2. The states and messages in individual 
servers are grouped and separated by dashed lines. The states 
of servers are filled red, with patterns individual to every 
server. The messages are filled green, with patterns individu-
al to every agent. Initial states and initial messages are bold. 
The servers and their states are in regular font, while the 
agents and their messages are in italics.  
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neutral 
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 Fig. 3 One of elementary siphons found in the system 

 
As the system falls into a deadlock, there should be siphons 
that may be emptied. A Petri net may contain a large number 
of siphons, but some of them are elementary, i.e., they do not 
contain other siphons [29]. Therefore, only elementary si-
phons need to be analyzed. The Charlie program reports 49 
elementary siphons in the net. Every siphon should be tested 
for a reachability of its emptying. As an empty state place 
denotes a state which is absent in a configuration, and an 
empty message place denotes an absent message, an IMDS 
configuration should be found in which the siphon’s states 
and messages are absent. A siphon may concern not all of the 
servers (and/or not all of the agents), in such a way partial 
deadlocks are found.  

One of the siphons found in our example is presented in 
Fig. 3. It contains states (S[1],prod), (buf,elem[1]), 
(S[2],prod), (S[2],neutral) and messages (A[1],S[1],ok_get), 

(A[1],S[1],doSth), (A[1],buf,put), (A[2],buf,put), 
(A[2],S[2],ok_get). 

The siphon emptying  is verified by model checking. To 

do this, the CTL formula AG ( ) (it reads: always not ) 

is used, where  is a set of states and messages in a configu-
ration corresponding to a siphon’s complement. Often a 
siphon represents a class of configurations, for example a 
siphon in Fig. 3 represents all configurations in which server 
S[1] is not in a state (S[1],prod), and thus it may be in one of 
a subset of states {(S[1],neutral), (S[1],cons)}. The formula 
for checking if the siphon cannot be emptied has the form 

AG ( (((S[1],neutral)(S[1],cons))  (buf,elem0)  

(S[2],cons)  ((A[1],S[1],ok_put) (A[1],buf,get))  

((A[2],S[2],doSth)(A[2],S[2],ok_put) (A[2],buf,get))). For 
verification, internal Dedan model checker is used for typical 
cases (as it uses explicit state space) and Uppaal [31] for 
large cases. 
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 Fig. 4 The two deadlocks identified in the example. The dashed one is 
associated with the siphon in Fig. 3 

 
The verification results in false. This means that the empty 
siphon is reachable, which denotes a deadlock. States of all 
three servers S[1],S[2] and buf take part in the siphon, so it is 
a total communication deadlock. Also, both agents A[1] and 
A[2] take part, denoting a total resource deadlock. Model 
checker generates a counterexample, in which both agents 
perform get on empty buffer (state (buf,elem0)). Charlie 
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reports multiple siphons that may be emptied by two get 
operations on the empty buffer. All these situations consti-
tute a single deadlock (but the counterexamples for individu-
al temporal formulas may differ in the order of issuing get by 
the two agents). The configuration finishing all counterex-
amples leading to this deadlock is exactly the same. For a 
partial deadlock, configurations finishing the counterexam-
ples may differ, but only in states/messages of servers/agents 
not taking part in the deadlock. In the example, all tests for 
emptying of the siphons either finish in one of the two dead-
lock configurations, or emptying occurs unreachable (such 
siphons do not denote a deadlock).  

Fig. 4 shows the two possible deadlocks that finish all 
reachable emptying of siphons. The ovals surround places of 
the two identified deadlocks: dashed ovals are associated 
with the siphon in Fig. 3, which it is caused by two gets on 
an empty buffer. The other deadlock (dotted ovals) is caused 
by two puts on a full buffer. Distinguishing between the two 
deadlocks is based on the two configurations finishing the 
counterexamples.  

VI.   VERIFICATION OF SYSTEMS WITH VARIOUS STRUCTURES 

Various systems can be modeled in IMDS, not only those 
having a shape of purely cyclic FMS. Fig. 5 shows some 
examples of shapes of not purely cyclic systems. In the fig-
ure “Ending Strongly Connected Subgraph” is a cycle from 
which no escape is possible. The pictures are schematic, 
showing general shape of a system. In IMDS specification 
every transition has two input places and two output places 
(or one in the case of agent-terminating action), see Fig. 1. 

 “linear” systems (like the example of “two semaphores” 
described in [2]: users issue wait on two semaphores, then 
they issue signal), 

 a system with a “leader” (initial part) and a main loop, 
sometimes called “lasso-shaped” [32], 

 terminating system with a main loop, for example WF-net 
system [33],  

 similar to lasso-shaped, but with an initial loop. 

In some cases, for example in the acyclic system in Fig. 5 
(on the top), the system may be easily converted to a cyclic 
one by connecting initial and terminating places. However in 
the analysis of distributed systems, especially those follow-
ing the IoT paradigm, in which autonomous nodes agree 
their coordinated behavior. Such system may have multiple 
leaders (for every node) and multiple terminating places, 
where the nodes reach their goals. An example is Automatic 
Vehicle Guidance System presented in [24]. In IMDS model, 
servers implement road segment controllers while agents 
implement the vehicles. Such a system may be additionally 
complicated if endlessly-looping nodes are added, for exam-
ple charging stations where serving agents run in cycles. 

It is obvious that most of the leaders contain siphons that 
may be emptied. Yet, emptying of such a siphon does not 

denote a deadlock because the system runs further. This is 
the main difference in deadlock detection between purely 
cyclic and differently shaped systems. 

 

�      
         
    �  �  
         

�      
         
    �  �  
         

         
    �  �  
         

 Fig. 5 Examples of acyclic and not purely cyclic systems containing 
emptyable and reachable siphons which are not deadlocks 

 
A solution of this problem is quite simple: an emptied siphon 
should be verified if it is a real deadlock or not. This is done 
using an additional temporal formula, which uses the same 

subformula  of an emptied siphon. A deadlock prevents a 

process from doing any move. Thus, the evaluation of AG( 

) to false should be followed by application for every pro-

cess (server and agent) the formula AG(  EF 

 /restricted to a process). The formula reads: always  is 

inevitably followed by not . Of course, this procedure may 
be applied to a system of any shape, cycling or not. For the 
example of emptyable siphon in Fig. 3 (we can pretend that 
we do not know that the system is purely cyclic) the verifica-
tion should be performed as follows: 

 =((S[1],neutral)(S[1],cons))  (buf,elem0)  
(S[2],cons)  ((A[1],S[1],ok_put)(A[1],buf,get))  
((A[2],S[2],doSth)(A[2],S[2],ok_put)(A[2],buf,get)), 

 check AG(  EF (S[1],prod)) for server S[1], 
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 check AG(  EF (buf,elem[1])) for server buf, 
 check AG(  EF ((S[2],prod)(S[2],neutral))) for 

server S[2], 
 check AG(  EF ((A[1],S[1],doSth) 

(A[1],S[2],ok_get)(A[1],buf,put))) for agent A[1], 
 check AG(  EF ((A[2],S[2],ok_get)(A[2],buf,put))) 

for agent A[2]. 

The result depends on a value of a formula for every process:  

 true for every involved server – no communication dead-
lock, 

 false for all involved servers, and all servers are involved 
– total communication deadlock, 

 false for some involved servers, or for all servers involved 
but not all servers are involved – partial communication 
deadlock, 

 true for every involved agent – no resource deadlock, 
 false for all involved agents, and all agents are involved – 

total resource deadlock, 
 false for some involved agents, or for all agents involved 

but not all agents are involved – partial resource dead-
lock.  

In the last three cases concerning agents, only non-
terminated agents are taken under consideration, i.e. the 
agents which messages are present in the configuration cor-
responding to the emptied siphon. 

 

down up sem 

proc start 
firstW 

secW 

firstS 

secS 

stop 

res other 

 
Fig. 6 Automata-like model of servers in two-semaphores system, 

agents not shown 

 
The verification procedure uses several well-known and 
widely used algorithms. Computational aspects of finding 
siphons are discussed in [34]: elementary siphons may be 
found in linear time for a large class of Petri nets (and needs 
some preprocessings in general case). Also, parallel solu-
tions exist [35]. 

The complexity of CTL model checking is P-Complete 
[36], which means that the time of temporal formula evalua-

tion is |LTS|||, where |LTS| denotes the number of nodes in 

a Kripke structure (it is the LTS of a verified system) and || 

is the length of a formula . Every formula AG(1  EF 2) 
contains two temporal operators, so this evaluation cost is 
fixed. The verification should be repeated for every siphon, 
and according to each siphon for every server and every 
agent, i.e., the complexity is a number of elementary siphons 

 (n+k)  |LTS|, where n is a number of servers and k is a 
number of agents. 

VII. EXAMPLE SYSTEM WITH LEADERS 

 

start 

firstW 

proc1 

down 

up 

… 

ini 

wait1 

wait2 

sig1 

res 

secW 

firstW 

right 

ok_wX ok_wY 

ok_wX 

wait2 

A1 

up 

wait1 

other A3 

start ini 

proc2 A2 

semX semY 

down 
ok_wY 

secW 

firstS firstS sig1 

… 

left 

Fig. 7 Petri net representation of the two-semaphores system 

 
As an example of system with leaders, we present a two-
semaphores system consisting of two agents A1 and A2, each 
one running on its own server (proc1 and proc2). The agents 
use two semaphores semX and semY. They use the sema-
phores “crosswise”, i.e., A1 issues operation wait to semX 
than to semY, while A2 does it in opposite order. To show a 
partial deadlock (not concerning all the servers/agents), the 
third agent A3 is added, running on its own server other and 
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performing some looping calculations. The automata-like 
view of the system is presented in Fig. 6 (only servers’ states 
and actions are shown, input and output messages in actions 
are omitted). 

The system converted to a Petri net if shown in Fig. 7 (a 
part after second wait in the agents is suppressed). The gen-
eral shape of the system consists in sequences of actions in 
agents A1 and A2, leading from their start to their termina-
tion, and a separated Ending Strongly Connected Subgraph 
of agent A3 (depicted in Fig. 8).  

A verification in Charlie shows a siphon of an obvious 
deadlock, shown as places surrounded with denser dashed 
ovals (violet). This siphon is emptyable and the temporal 
formulas identifying processes involved show: 

 Both agents A1 and A2 fall into resource deadlock. 
 Both servers semX and semY fall into communication 

deadlock. 

There is also a siphon containing the place res (dotted oval, 
dark blue), but it is not emptyable - this does not denote a 
deadlock. There are four such siphons in the system (three of 
them are not indicated in the figure). 
 Four siphons formed by places proc1.start, proc2.start, 
A1.proc1.ini and A2.proc2.ini are emtyable (they are depict-
ed as sparsely dashed ovals on the top of Fig. 7), but the 
temporal formulas show that these siphons do not denote 
deadlocks. They are typical leader siphons. 

 
 

ENDING 

STRONGLY 

CONNECTED 

SUBGRAPH 

 

Fig. 8 General shape of the two-semaphores system. The chain - serv-
ers proc1, proc2, semX, semY and agents A1, A2. The cycle – server 

other and agent A3. 

 
Summing up: 

 A partial communication deadlock of processes semX and 
semY is identified, in which processes proc1, proc2 and 
other are not involved. 

 A partial resource deadlock of processes A1 and A2 is 
identified, in which process A3 is not involved. 

 Four not emptyable siphons are found (no-deadlock si-
phons). 

 Four emptyable leader siphons are found (no-deadlock 
siphons). 

VIII.  EXAMPLE APPLICATION TO AUTOMATIC VEHICLE 

GUIDANCE SYSTEM 

We chose an Automatic Vehicle Guidance System 
(AVGS) verification to illustrate an application of our meth-
od. The AVGS system consists of a set of road segments 
(identifiers are taken from cardinal directions) with their 
controllers modeled as servers, for example on a crossing 
depicted in Fig. 9. The controllers are very simple: they al-
low or deny a vehicle to take up a road segment, depending 
on its freeness or occupation. Vehicles are modeled as 
agents. When more than one vehicle approaches the cross-
ing, routes for all the vehicles are prepared, for instance 
using a genetic algorithm. A route connects an entrance seg-
ment (A…) and a target segment (T…) of vehicle’s travel. 
Obviously, in the model every route terminates. The routes 
are tested for deadlock freeness using siphon detection and 
temporal verification, described in this paper. This can be 
performed automatically, because in our methodology dead-
lock detection formulas are independent on the structure of a 
verified system. Deadlock-free route sets are executed while 
routes exposed to deadlocks are rejected. If a new vehicle 
appears, the whole procedure is repeated from current posi-
tions of all the vehicles on the crossing and approaching 
ones.  

 

TW 

  

QNW 

  

QNE 

  

QSW 

  

QSE 

  

AW 

  

AS 

AE 

  

TN 

  

TE 

  

AN 

  

TS 

  

Fig. 9 Automatic Vehicle Guidance System 

 
The described procedure may find solutions unusual in ordi-
nary vehicle traffic, for example one of the routes shown in 
Fig. 9 causes a vehicle to apply left side traffic for a while. 
Also, safe routes may be fond even if one road segment is 
blocked, for example by a broken vehicle. In verification, 
AVGS is similar to the two-semaphores system, without 
server other and agent A3. 

Other examples of systems that are based on terminating 
processes, which may be modeled using our approach, is taxi 
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service [37], business processes [38] or multi-agent systems

based on Belief-Desire-Intention paradigm [39]

IX. CONCLUSIONS

An approach to deadlock detection is presented which is

based on coupling IMDS formalism with Petri net structural

analysis  and model  checking.  The methodology allows to

find total and partial deadlocks in two perspectives: servers

communicating by messages and agents communicating by

states of servers. As a result, communication deadlocks and

resource  deadlocks  are  identified,  which  highlights

communication  duality  in  distributed  systems.  Also,  the

specification in IMDS clearly identifies processes running in

a system, which is sometimes difficult in ordinary Petri nets.

The  methodology  finds  multiple  deadlocks  in  a

distributed  system,  preserving  locality  of  decisions,

autonomy  of  servers,  and  asynchrony  of  behavior  and

communication. In some rare cases, in which siphons can be

emptied in various ways, not all deadlocks are identified in a

single  run,  but  the  procedure  may  be  repeated  after

correction of found deadlocks. However, we have not found

any  real-life  example  of  a  system  with  such  feature,

typically all deadlocks are found in a single run. 

The  presented  deadlock  detection  procedure  may  be

applied for system of arbitrary shape: cycling like a class of

FMS systems,  terminating  like  WF-nets,  lasso-shaped,  or

IoT systems compound of multiple terminating and looping

autonomous nodes.

A  collection  of  programs  is  used  for  the  described

procedure:  Dedan  for  specification,  Charlie  for  siphon

identification, internal Dedan model checker and Uppaal for

verification.  In  the  future,  the  whole  procedure  will  be

integrated in Dedan. This will allow to check for deadlocks

and  to  perform  other  types  of  structural  analysis  in  a

uniform environment.

In the future, a timed version of the prosed procedure is

planned, with application of UPPAAL timed automata [40].
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